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ADVERTISEMENT

camera lingering over surfaces long enough for us to assume that we

are watching a still. With its mesmerizing soundtrack of Hindustani

music, the installation is escapist even as it impels an awareness of

how a desire for the exotic tends to overlook its mediation.

Almond began making art as a painter but gave the medium up early

on. This exhibition, however, included a series of hard-edge black

and white paintings, consisting of grids of small canvases, each

bearing half of a number stenciled in thick oil paint. The canvases

have been arranged into abstracted numerical jumbles, resembling

slot machines with the rolling symbols caught between the frames.

This version of painting comprehends time and movement, not only

in the abstract sense of numerical sequence, but illusionistically, in a

painting’s evocation of numbers sliding out of view. Perfect Time

(24x6), 2012, is an assemblage of digital clocks—24 clocks high by

six clocks wide—with numbers that flip over every minute. But each

number has been horizontally divided to meet half of another,

disabling the clocks’ functionality and superseding it with that of an

audio track, as the clocks in concert snap off minutes. Systems of

empirical measurement have been rendered illegible, even as the

form (24 hours = 24 clocks) paradoxically suggests an investment in

the order that is being subverted. The show ran this paradox through

a spectrum of alternative guises. For example, five photographs of

Scottish standing stones—originally used to tell time—resemble

numerals that will not quite gel into coherence.

Almond’s text works constitute a further facet of his investigation

into how we measure reality. They are produced on steel plaques that

allude to the name plates affixed to early British trains—the names

replaced by poetic phrases such as “At times there are no words.”

Almond was a trainspotter as a boy, making this work a

compounding of cultural nostalgia, early Conceptual textuality—

which often assumed taxonomical forms—and an implicit critique of

the terms on which objective representation is based. Almond’s

deconstruction of linguistic and numerical signification asserts

reality’s recalcitrance to being framed and assimilated. In this sense,

despite the scientific trappings that surround much of his work,

Almond is a quintessentially Romantic artist.

Photo: View of Darren Almond’s exhibition “All Things Pass,”

showing (foreground) Perfect Time 184, 2012, 184 synchronized

digital clocks, 10 feet tall; at Max Hetzler.
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